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Expanding Their Frontiers: The Enriching Lives of 
Rural Kenyan Tea Estate Laborers in the Late-
Colonial and Post-Independence Era 

In 1966, at the age of twenty-three, Samuel Kipkurui Bor, became an employee at a 
Brooke Bond-owned tea plantation estate near his home village of Kapkatet located in 

present-day Kericho County west of the Kenyan Rift Valley.  Situated in the country’s tea 1

growing belt, Kapkatet is positioned not too far from a number of large-scale plantation 
estates primarily owned by multinationals such as Brooke Bond, a former subsidiary of 
Unilever, and James Finlay & Company, a UK-based conglomerate. Despite the grueling 
manual labor and demanding schedule, working for Brooke Bond was a boon for Bor 
who grew up poor and without a father. Since he had lost his father at a young age, any 
monetary income earned from odd jobs that he held throughout his adolescence, which 
included being a fieldhand for a neighbor and herding his uncle’s cattle, along with his 
work at the tea estate as a young adult, not only went toward building his own social 
capital and economic wealth but towards supporting his mother especially as she aged. 

His first job at the Brooke Bond estate required him to prune tea leaves and he 
earned a starting salary of 120/- a month, which was standard for adult agricultural 
manual contract laborers at the time.  In the span of six years, in 1972, Bor worked his 2

way up to become a supervisor at the same tea estate and would take home a monthly 
salary of 170/-.  Although a modest increase in pay, Bor seemed to have enjoyed a 3

relatively comfortable lifestyle, especially since the cost of living in Kenya in the years 
immediately following political independence in 1963 remained low. The price for a loaf 
of white bread, for example, increased slightly from .083/- in 1967 to .085/- in 1972.  4

Through his earned income Bor was able to assume the role and responsibilities of 
adulthood—he married in 1972, the same year he received his promotion, and thus 
became the head of his own household. He remained employed at the tea estate for forty 
years until his retirement in 2006.   5

The monetary income provided by his employer was thus significant in helping 
Bor fulfill his familial obligations and in allowing him to establish his own household. 
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But it was not all that he was entitled to as a Brooke Bond employee. Working for the 
multinational tea firm also meant having access to resources and amenities that enabled 
him to improve not only his material condition but also allowed him to broaden the 
scope of his life in the countryside. Access to social halls whereby he could intermingle 
with co-workers from various ethnic communities from across the country and East 
Africa, opportunities to watch television and movies, and recreational activities that 
included competitive football games against other workers at nearby tea estates 
eventually became part of Bor’s compensation package throughout the years.  These 6

social amenities were in addition to the standard welfare provisions—housing, 
schooling, and health clinics—given to the employees who made their way onto the 
large-scale plantation estates that had developed into cosmopolitan company towns by 
the 1960s.  

Along with their regular monthly salaries, the workplace amenities and its diverse 
environment were invaluable to employees like Bor. These benefits ultimately provided 
material goods and life experiences that were impactful long after their employment 
ended. Using oral histories conducted primarily with rural Kenyans who resided on the 
tea estates as unskilled manual laborers in the late-colonial period and early-
independence era, along with colonial and business archival sources, this article shows 
how the plantation estates constituted more than exploitive and oppressive places for 
those individuals directly involved in the production of lucrative commodity crops for 
the global economy. A number of rural Kenyans who were part of the commodity chain 
at the local level were indeed engaging with the process and spread of capitalism that 
was unfolding throughout the global South in the mid-to-late twentieth century on their 
own terms. Put simply, rural Kenyan tea estate workers like Bor capitalized on their 
situation while they labored for capitalists. 

By contending that rural Kenyans made the deliberate decision to work within 
rather than against the exploitative systems created by capitalists, this article builds on 
the substantial literature on labor and capital in the global South that proliferated in the 
1970s and into the 1980s.  Influenced by dependency theory, labor historians of this era 7

underscored in their works the exploitative nature of capital across time and space.  8

Discussions about sub-Saharan Africa’s complex historical relationship with global 
capitalism, in other words, often centered on the ways in which foreign corporations 
exerted complete control over the lives and livelihoods of the local indigenous 
communities rather than on how African workers found ways to use capitalism even as 
it used them.   

The close attention paid to multinationals, however, did not mean that the 
working class was completely ignored by Africanists at the time.  For Africanist 9

historians who were interested in analyzing the lived experiences of workers, it was the 
“stabilization” and “development” policies championed by imperialists and capitalists in 
twentieth-century Africa that ultimately became the dominate lens through which they 
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sought to illuminate the conditions of laborers on the ground.  Yet this fundamental 10

literature on African labor stabilization primarily focused on the social and cultural 
dimensions of worker stabilization programming in southern African contexts at the 
exclusion of other regions across the continent.  11

In recent decades, historians, particularly Africanists interested in economic 
history, have both nuanced and widened the scope of their narratives about labor as 
they returned to this subject of historical study since leaving it behind in the 1990s. The 
updated literature usefully explains labor transformations in Africa over time by 
privileging global perspectives and highlighting the experiences of unpaid and unfree 
workers, for example. Moreover, recent publications on the history of capitalism have 
offered important historical insights into the limitations of foreign investors in the 
context of Africa’s turbulent decolonialization era and early-independence period.  This 12

article, consequently, contributes to this rediscovery of African labor history by focusing 
on the ways in which motivated and ambitious rural Kenyans in the mid-twentieth 
century deliberately interacted with an economic system in which they were embedded 
not as passive victims but active agents. Further, it diversifies the debates about “labor 
stabilization” to include Kenya’s tea industrialists who understood very well that they, 
like their counterparts in southern Africa, needed to provide housing, schools, and other 
social services to vital workers that had to be retained for their businesses to survive.   

The renewed interest in the history of labor has also resulted in a robust 
scholarship on the history of commodities in the past few decades.  This growing body 13

of literature has been produced largely by scholars and researchers with 
interdisciplinary backgrounds keen on drawing attention to the production, circulation, 
and consumption of global commodities through innovative research methods and 
updated theoretical concepts. Specifically, the scholarship has made the “commodity 
frontier”—a world-systems inspired concept developed by Jason W. Moore to emphasize 
the “interrelationships between the production [of a commodity] in one place, and the 
expansion of capitalist space in general”—as their unit of analysis.  Yet in focusing too 14

closely on how the production and distribution of specific commodities resulted in the 
uneven rise of multinational capital in the periphery, this scholarship has often 
presented a commodity chain (or commodity frontier) void of economic actors who 
understood very well that the jobs they assumed on the fields and in factories came with 
more than monetary benefits. Often missing from this discussion is important talk about 
what participating in the commodity chain meant for local economic actors, especially 
when they relocated to the estates burdened with familial responsibilities and with high 
hopes for a brighter future. As this article maintains, ordinary rural Kenyans did go to 
work for the tea estates precisely because they offered practical benefits—housing, 
medical, and welfare amenities—they needed for upward mobility. Accordingly, a 
historical case study about rural Kenyan tea estate workers serves as a reminder that the 
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global commodity chain is often made up of ambitious local people who had their own 
needs, desires, and expectations. 

This article also builds on the recent work done by researchers who have sought 
to better understand the dynamics of commodity frontiers by paying closer attention to 
the direct experiences of those involved in the production and trade of commodities. 
This literature specifically foregrounds the hopes and struggles of participants who are 
situated in different nodes along the commodity chain.  The scholars of this recent 15

aspect of commodity-chain research, in other words, have offered more textured 
analyses rooted in the local. This article, consequently, follows the local-centric path 
forged by contemporary researchers studying the histories of commodities. Thus, it 
contributes to both the literature that has sought to humanize the commodity chain and 
to the scholarship that has explored the desires and motivations of transitory laborers 
who have engaged in the process of global capitalism on their own terms.  By exploring 16

the daily lives, work experiences, beliefs, horizons, and desires of tea estate workers, this 
article makes clear that for certain people producing cash crops on behalf of the 
capitalists/multinationals was not a zero-sum game.  

Oral History as Method 

Oral histories are a centerpiece of Africanist historical scholarship. Indeed, since the 
field of African history was founded in the 1960s, historians of Africa have made the 
case for the importance of oral sources particularly because very few societies in sub-
Saharan Africa had written languages.  The work of Jan Vansina was instrumental in 17

turning the generational memory of Africans into reliable sources for scholars to utilize 
and appreciate. Vansina’s publications on the validity of oral traditions and his 
arguments for the use of spoken text, in particular, provided historians with valuable 
methods that continue to influence how many in the present go about constructing the 
African past.  Specifically, historians of modern Africa, influenced heavily by Vansina’s 18

work, have relied on the methodology of oral history as a means to provide a more 
comprehensive analysis of the past that takes into account the meaning of that past for 
those who experienced it. In so doing, they have been able to center Africans in the 
telling of their own history.  

Life histories, a particular form of oral histories, have also become popular with 
Africanist scholars specializing in the colonial period and postcolonial era who are 
interested in writing “history from below.”  Through conducting interviews, Africanist 19

scholars have been able to bring to light the lived experiences of those individuals whose 
actions and stories were either underwhelming or unimportant for colonialists to 
document and thus to preserve. The official archives of the colonial state and, 
subsequently, the nation-state have therefore been insufficient and problematic for 
scholars interested in accessing the forgotten and ill-documented histories of 
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marginalized actors. Further, because archives are also places where the process of 
erasure and the act of forgetting may occur, Africanist historians have looked to oral 
histories as a way to restore the names and experiences of ordinary people to the 
historical record. The practice of oral histories is therefore essential for Africanist 
scholars as it allows them to move beyond the limited source material housed in the 
national archives and local repositories.  

Even if Africanist scholars have been able to elucidate the histories of those less 
powerful, some have remained cautious while others have argued for a more critical 
approach to the use of the oral history method.  Luise White’s criticism about her own 20

claims made in reference to the superiority of oral histories, for instance, serves as a 
reminder that even the most ardent proponents of the method can become disillusioned 
with it.  To be sure, no historical evidence is without its limitations and prejudices. Oral 21

histories certainly produce problematic source material that have led to more questions 
than answers for the researcher. The interview process, as Lynn Schler has put forward, 
“is widely recognized as an encounter that can produce biases, distortions, and 
oversights.”  The positionality of the interviewer, the motivations of the informants, the 22

types of questions asked, and even the space in which the interview(s) occurs shapes the 
dynamics and outcome.    

The oral history sources that are utilized throughout this article, for example, 
were not collected by the author but instead by another Africanist historian, Paul 
Ocobock, who shared the transcripts in the spring of 2021. The sources are thus limited 
in that I neither asked the questions I wanted the answers to, nor did I choose who was 
interviewed. Since Ocobock conducted the interviews for his book, An Uncertain Age: 
The Politics of Manhood in Kenya, all the participants were men who came from various 
ethnic communities throughout Kenya. The important experiences of women tea 
laborers are therefore missing from this article. The life histories used in this article 
were completed in 2008. Thus, the interviews took place in the immediate aftermath of 
the 2007 post-election violence, so the political situation was hanging in the air during 
the interviews but did not seem to factor too much into the conversations that were 
primarily focused on the interviewees’ childhood and adolescence. 

It is also important to note that the fieldnotes and interview transcripts I received 
from Ocobock allowed me to have a small glimpse into how the interview process played 
out from his unique perspective—privileged, white, male, and foreigner. The 
interviewees’ answers and remarks to Ocobock’s specific questions, namely about their 
time working on the tea estates, must therefore be read against the grain. It is 
reasonable to assume that some interviewees might have been circumspect with their 
responses because of the status of Ocobock and his research assistants who were young, 
educated, and male Kenyans (likely) from outside the ethnic communities in which they 
worked. The fact that I was not present during the actual interviews prevented me from 
fully comprehending the nuances and the hidden meanings behind the interviewees’ 
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responses. My own interpretations and analysis of the oral histories, in other words, is 
incomplete since I was only able to read rather than bear witness to how the 
interviewees revealed their past lives in real time.  

Although there are methodological problems involved with utilizing oral 
histories, particularly life histories that were collected by another researcher, many 
historians continue to appreciate how the oral history method shifts the focus so that a 
“more realistic and fair reconstruction of the past” can be heard.  The insights and 23

information gleaned as a result of Africanist scholars practicing the method of oral 
history certainly allows for more inclusive accounts of Africa’s past to exist. 
Furthermore, despite Ocobock and I using the same source material, the information we 
wanted to glean from the interviews differed significantly—he was interested in how 
Kenyan boys became men while I have focused my attention on the types of lives the 
men had while employed on the tea estates as minors and young adults. Consequently, 
of the eighty life histories that were shared, I focus my analysis primarily on four 
individuals who worked on large-scale tea plantations in western Kenya during the late-
colonial period and throughout the post-colonial era. These were the interviews with the 
most details about my subject matter. While limited, these oral sources offer great 
insights into the direct experiences of those involved in the production and trade of 
commodities and thus their central role in the building of world history.  

Kenya’s Tea Industry: A Brief Background 

Agricultural commodities in general and tea exports in particular are a significant 
source of revenue for the Kenyan nation, particularly since the 1970s when the country 
surpassed Malawi to become the leading African producer and exporter of black tea.  In 24

1972, when Bor became the manager at his tea estate, the agricultural product as a 
percentage of Kenya’s GDP was 30.8 percent.  The volume of tea exported during this 25

period was also noteworthy as evidenced by a USDA economic report published in 1976. 
According to the agricultural report, Kenya had exported 51,472 metric tons of tea at a 
value of about $47.5 million in 1973.  This substantial figure made tea the nation’s 26

second highest valued export commodity following only by coffee.   
The large production figures and milestones are impressive considering that 

Kenya’s tea industry started modestly in 1925 even though European farmers had grown 
tea in the territory since 1903. It was in 1925 that Brooke Bond and James Finlay 
acquired a total of 328 acres of land in the districts of Kericho and Kiambu for the 
purpose of cultivating the tea plant, Camellia sinensis, on a commercial scale.  Officials 27

from both Brooke Bond and James Finlay decided at this moment in time to expand 
their respective tea commercial enterprises beyond India and Sri Lanka (then Ceylon) 
into the sub-Saharan African continent, especially in Kenya, because of favorable global 
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conditions that included the stabilization of the world market price for tea and a spike in 
consumer demand worldwide.   28

Favorable environmental conditions and local government incentives also 
contributed to the multinationals’ decisions to finance the development of tea 
production in Kenya. Kenya’s climate was ideally suited for tea plant cultivation, 
particularly for the Assam plant variant that had thrived in central Kenya since two 
British settlers brought it into the region in 1903. More importantly, the local colonial 
government, which was desperate to attract capital in order to sustain itself, provided 
the tea manufacturers with large pieces of land in the coveted “White Highlands”—an 
area covering both sides of the Rift Valley comprised of arable land and that was, until 
1960, reserved only for Europeans. The European-based tea firms were therefore able to 
acquire large pieces of valuable land from the Kenyan government on very generous 
terms that included 999-year leases.  29

Under these favorable conditions, Brooke Bond and James Finlay began the 
process of commodifying the tea plant in the post-World War I era. Throughout the 
interwar period, the multinationals established large commercial farms across Kenya’s 
highlands, especially in locations west of the Rift Valley that had the ideal climate and 
volcanic soils with a high content of organic matter needed for tea cultivation year-
round. Although the expansion of Kenya’s tea area was interrupted by the events of 
World War II, the industry did extremely well as the war dragged on and there were 
prolonged disruptions to global trade and supply chains. By the end of 1942, for 
example, Kenya’s agriculture was in high demand when the war situation changed as a 
result of Japan’s advancement and the entrance of the United States into the war.   30

In the postwar era, the tea multinationals continued their expansion with the full 
backing of the late-colonial Kenyan government. In 1955, for example, two large-scale 
tea producers, the African Highlands Produce Company and the Kymulet Tea Company, 
both subsidiaries of the James Finlay and Company, increased their acreage size from 
5,500 acres to 12,000 acres and from 5,000 acres to 8,000 acres, respectively.  The tea 31

producers added to their acreage because Kenyan government officials who were intent 
on growing the nation’s agrarian-based economy via commercial cash-crop farming 
were unwilling to further extend an international agreement to restrict tea growing in 
the country, which was first introduced in 1933 as a means to prevent a saturation of tea 
leaves in the world market.  This type of support on behalf of the late-colonial regime 32

and, subsequently, the independent all-African government paved the way for Kenya to 
become the leading African producer and exporter of black tea by the late-twentieth-
century.  

Consequently, by the time that Bor was promoted to manager on the Brooke 
Bond owned tea estate in the early 1970s, Kenya’s large-scale commercial tea producers 
devoted over a hundred thousand acres to tea cultivation with thousands of acres 
planned for future development.  The impressive growth of the tea industry in the 33
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postwar era was also the result of the multinational investments in processing facilities, 
nurseries, and a research center at Kericho. All these investments were dedicated to 
increasing the production of tea so that Kenya’s large-scale commercial farmers would 
be able to meet the world demand for the stimulant.   

Although the multinationals were responsible for a large portion of Kenya’s 
successful tea industry, the late-colonial government also implemented important socio-
economic policies that played a crucial role in growing and sustaining the billion-dollar 
tea industry in the decolonization period and early years of independence. As historians 
of modern Kenya have shown elsewhere, the government-sponsored agrarian 
development projects, specifically the African smallholder tea growing scheme, and the 
land redistribution programs of the late-1950s and 1960s were necessary in moving the 
nation economically and politically forward.  The late-colonial government, in 34

particular, was compelled to address the plight of ordinary Kenyans as a result of the 
Mau Mau crisis. 

The Mau Mau Emergency, which historians of Kenya have concluded was largely 
a civil war fought in the Central Province between land-rich Kenyans backed by the 
colonial government and land-poor Kenyans who were frustrated with their plight, had 
profound implications for ordinary Kenyans and capitalists.  By the time the local 35

Kenyan government had officially declared the Mau Mau conflict to be over in 1960, the 
territory was racing toward political sovereignty from Britain, which officially occurred 
in December 1963.  Furthermore, by the dawn of political independence, ordinary rural 36

Kenyans were keenly familiar with a number of agricultural development schemes that 
were supposed to achieve two important goals: namely, they were to improve their 
livelihoods and to maintain the nation’s lucrative agricultural industries. 

Brooke Bond Tea Company: A Dominant Force in Kenya’s Economy 

By the time Bor became a worker on a Brooke Bond tea estate in the late-1960s, Brooke 
Bond was operating more than twenty estates in and around Kericho with over 10,000 
acres of land devoted to tea cultivation.  With this significant number of acres in 37

Kericho under its authority, Brooke Bond was one of two large-scale manufactures, the 
other being James Finlay and Company, which dominated the center of the tea growing 
industry located 180 miles northwest of Nairobi towards Lake Victoria. In 1962, for 
example, large-scale growers across Kenya planted over 44,000 acres of tea stumps of 
which 24,000 acres were situated in Kericho making the region the biggest producer of 
tea leaves in the territory.   38

Brooke Bond’s dominance in Kericho was also compounded by the fact that the 
multinational held a number of tea estates across Kenya’s “White Highlands.” In the 
same year that the transfer of ownership of the White Highlands from the white settlers 
to African farmers began, in 1960, Brooke Bond had over two thousand acres of tea 
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planted in Limuru. This region is on the eastern edge of the Rift Valley where two 
British settlers had planted the first Assam tea plant variant in 1903.  Along with its 39

impressive acreage, the Brooke Bond company also sponsored a research station 
devoted to the study of tea, built the “tea hotel” that catered to tourists and expats, as 
well as developed a number of processing facilities and nurseries that eventually made it 
one of the leading producers and exporters of black tea in East Africa. Locally, ordinary 
Kenyans were well aware of Brook Bond’s existence. The multinational’s presence was 
especially felt by those individuals who made their way onto the Brooke Bond owned 
plantation estates in order to earn a cash income and to have the opportunity to gain 
access to important resources and experiences that served to enrich their lives as they 
remained in the countryside.  

Tea Estates: A Practical Choice 

Having spent much of his life surrounded by the rolling hills of green tea bushes, Bor’s 
newfound employment at the estate in 1966 made sense for him even though he could 
have, as a newly-minted Kenyan citizen, freely traveled to urban centers like Nairobi and 
Mombasa to search for job opportunities that were not as strenuous as working on the 
land and that did not require one to work under a tight production schedule. The goal of 
securing wage-employment that had little to do with toiling on the land was indeed the 
motivating factor behind why many rural, young, and able-bodied Kenyans made their 
way to the overcrowded townships in the late-twentieth century. The exodus of young 
rural Kenyans into the townships was especially pronounced in the years immediately 
following political independence from Britain in 1963 when the inaugural all-African 
government, led by Jomo Kenyatta, sought to Kenyanize certain sectors of the economy. 
For example, the movement of Kenyans from rural areas to urban centers increased 
from 7.1 percent in the 1948 to 1962 period to 10.1 percent between 1962 and 1969.  40

Despite this massive rural-to-urban migration happening around them, going to 
work for one of the many tea estates that surrounded Kapkatet was what a number of 
Bor’s neighbors and his age-cohort that lived around this area had done since Kenya’s 
tea industry came into existence in the mid-1920s. This was due to a few important 
factors. First, the recruiting of laborers for the tea plantations was often done directly 
within the rural areas and often by hired Africans whom the tea firms relied on to get 
the workers. Often the recruiters enlisted their relatives and neighbors from their home 
villages. As Paul Ocobock has shown elsewhere, hiring private professional recruiters 
paid dividends for the larger tea firms that were able to obtain cheaper labor, while 
extending their reach into African communities without any interference from District 
and labor officials.   41

By the 1930s, recruiters were aided in their efforts by motor transportation, 
which they used to transport workers living both far and near to the estates in and 
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around Kericho for seasonal work. This practice seemed to continue throughout the 
decades. Bor, for example, recalled that in the early-1970s “when the schools closed 
there was a vehicle which went around to collect the young children” to work at the 
Bureti Tea Company.  The employment of minors seemed to be a standard practice for 42

tea firms going back to the 1920s, because they were able to offer child workers half of 
what adults were paid.  Moreover, minors were highly desired by employers who 43

presumed that children were better suited to pick tea “because the dexterity and co-
ordination of hand and eye comes more easily to a juvenile than an adult.”  Despite the 44

colonial government’s attempt to regulate the employment of juveniles by passing a law 
in 1949 requiring parents to provide a certificate of consent for their child(ren) to work, 
a number of young laborers from places like Kapkatet seemed to have made their way 
onto the tea estates because of the recruiters. The proximity of the plantation estates to 
their homes in and around Kericho, consequently, meant that the local population was 
often co-opted by job recruiters who were relentless in their approaches to hire the 
necessary labor needed to maintain the production of tea.  

Helping the recruiters with their effort was the fact that the locals understood 
very well that working at one of the nearby tea estates in the region was a convenient 
way to earn fast cash without having to embark on a long-term absence from their 
homestead and community. Joseph Kibelyon Korir, a former tea worker who was born 
in Kericho, made this point abundantly clear when he explained why he periodically 
worked for the tea estates throughout the years. “We were never interested in doing 
permanent work,” he noted, “once the rains were back and we planted and the livestock 
were healthy we would forgot about it [work]…also when there was an urgent need to 
pay tax, then one would go there and work for say two months…after getting the money 
to pay the tax, he would walk away.”   45

The tea estates also appealed to rural Kenyans because non-agricultural jobs in 
the coveted townships were competitive. Since many people in Kapkatet were not 
formally educated, the highly competitive white-collar jobs that were vacated by 
European settlers in the independence era were simply out of reach for them. Even 
though certain ethnic communities, like the Kikuyu, took full advantage of the basic 
educational training provided by missionaries and the Kenyan government during the 
colonial era, there were communities that remained resilient and thus reluctant to 
accept that their children would be educated in the ways of the wazungu (white people). 
It was also easier to keep children home rather than send them off to far away mission 
stations and government schools that required fees.  For these communities, many of 46

whom lived along the tea growing belt, finding work off the land was a difficult and, for 
some, a seemingly worthless pursuit.  

Finally, for young people like Bor and Korir, leaving the homestead for extended 
periods of time was not feasible because they had familial responsibilities that required 
them to remain closer to home.  Helping to make sure that the family’s limited land 47
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and precious livestock were properly attended to were important obligations that fell on 
the shoulders of young rural Kenyans. It was especially burdensome for those 
individuals living in a single-parent female household. Thus, the tea industry was (and 
continues to be) a leading employer in places like Kapkatet, which historically has been 
home to the Kipsigis ethnic group, a sub-group of the Kalenjin community. Poor young 
Kipsigis men like Bor who neither owned cattle nor had any real claim to land, both of 
which were crucial for wealth generation amongst the agropastoral Kalenjin people, 
made the short trip from their homes to work on one of the local tea estates in order to 
build a life for themselves.   48

More than a Paycheck: Tea Estate Offerings 

Once they relocated to the multinational tea estates for work, Bor and his peers were 
entitled to important provisions like housing, health facilities, and food rations that 
were fundamental in helping them save and thus accumulate their social and economic 
wealth. While working on a tea plantation was certainly a tiring job for both the old and 
young, poor rural Kenyans still flocked to the estates in search of opportunities. In so 
doing, they not only gained access to resources that improved their material condition 
but that also enhanced their life experiences as they remained in the countryside.  

Daniel Langat, who was born and raised in the neighboring village of Kabiagna, 
was one of the young worker recruits who was able to use the majority of his salary 
earned at a tea estate to improve his lot back at home because his basic needs were 
covered by his employer. In 1946, Langat moved to the Chamji tea estate for work 
following his father’s death and when “life became unbearable back at home.”  At the 49

Chamji tea estate, Langat worked alongside his older brother who was also recruited at 
the same time. As an unskilled young laborer, Langat recalled that he did menial jobs 
that mostly involved building shades to cover the planted tea seedlings. Langat does not 
provide any details in his interview as to why he was given this particular task over that 
of plucking tea leaves, which would have been the typical work done by juveniles like 
him who were considered by their employers as better suited for picking the tea leaf 
buds given their small fingers. It was likely the case that the estate already had enough 
tea pickers on hand and thus Langat spent his time not harvesting tea leaves but 
completing other necessary tasks to ensure the production continued. For his work, 
Langat received weekly food rations, attended school on site, and lived in company-
owned housing—a mud house with grass thatch roof. These provisions were in addition 
to his monthly salary of 5/-.   50

It is not known for how long Langat actually worked for Chamji because it is not 
covered in the interview transcripts. Irrespective of the length of time, however, working 
on the estate seemed to be a significant experience for Langat who recalled how his 
family’s material conditions improved because of both his and his brother’s monetary 
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contributions to the household income. Similar to Bor, Langat had lost his father at a 
young age—when he was thirteen years-old—so his modest salary went to his mother 
who saved and would “later buy goats” to raise and eventually sell for cattle, which was 
the form of local currency needed for upward mobility. This arrangement between 
mother and sons had profound implications for the household. “Our living standards 
improved,” remembered Langat, “because there was milk to sell apart from livestock.” 
The family’s upgraded status was made possible likely because, according to Langat, 
“there was enough food” on the estate and so, presumably, he did not need to spend his 
salary on eating while working.  His income was therefore used for important matters 51

back at home. Living and working on the tea estates, in other words, was advantageous 
for Langat (and his family).   

Image 1: Tea Estates, Circa 1940s. Source: “From 
Photographs, 20th century. Records of James Finlay & Co, 
administrative records.” Courtesy of University of Glasgow 
Archive Services. GB 248 UGD 091/1/12/16/11. 

Similarly, Kimeli Too also found working on a tea estate to be useful in the long 
run. Because they were neighbors, Too was employed at the same tea estate as Langat 
during the late-1940s. As the only son in his family, Too went to work at Chamji tea 
estate because of the “hardship at home” and his desire to “work and earn some 
money.”  It is unclear when exactly Too relocated from his village to the Chamji tea 52

estate, but he and Langat seemed to have been co-workers, so it was likely that he was 
also recruited for work around 1946. Too’s duties, however, did not include building 
sheds but instead carrying sacks filled with harvested tea leaves that were picked by 
other workers to the drying yard. Even though he was “happy working there [at 
Chamji],” Too’s tenure on the estate ended in 1953 when he went to work as a kitchen 
hand for a settler family in Kericho.  By 1958, Too had returned to Kabianga where he 53
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worked for a farm and tended the cattle that his father had helped him purchase using 
his earnings, especially the money he made while working on the tea estate. Like Langat, 
Too was able to save a significant portion of his monthly 5/- salary because his basic 
needs, which included weekly food rations consisting of “maize flour, beans, and salt,” 
were met by his employer.  The tea estates, in short, provided ordinary rural Kenyans 54

like Bor, Langat, and Too with the types of practical benefits that were essential for them 
to have in place so that they could start building a better life for themselves and their 
families.    

These fringe benefits in fact were commonplace by the 1950s and were even 
required of the plantation estate owners across Kenya who dominated the production of 
lucrative commodity crops such as tea, coffee, pyrethrum, among others. The 
requirement that the employers had to ensure their laborers had access to basic welfare 
amenities was due in large part to the reality that Kenya’s large-scale tea manufactures, 
like many others in the agrarian sector, were desperate to not only recruit but to retain 
laborers on their farms in order to maintain their businesses. While anxieties over labor 
shortages have plagued Kenya’s tea industry since its inception in the 1920s, the labor 
problem was especially acute in the 1950s following the political and social upheaval the 
former British colony experienced due to the anti-colonial fervor sweeping across Asia, 
the Middle East, and Africa in the second half of the twentieth century.  

For example, industry executives and Kenyan government officials in 1952 
estimated that “the tea industry’s acreage by 1957 would be 37,000 acres, and its labour 
requirements [were] 45,000 units.”  The number of tea plantation fieldworkers in 1956 55

was far below this required amount due to the Mau Mau rebellion and, more 
realistically, because the tea firms’ attempts to recruit local Kenyan laborers to be 
permanent tea farm workers had been unsuccessful.  The loss of field laborers, even for 56

a short period of time, was especially problematic for tea estate owners because they 
were growing a crop that required year-round maintenance. A reliable workforce was 
needed to pluck, crush, shred, and package tea leaves for demanding world markets. 

Accordingly, the tea industry had no real alternative but to provide more than a 
paycheck to its workers. Providing basic provisions like food and housing, along with 
investing in welfare amenities like schools and social halls, were necessary expenditures 
that the tea producers had to absorb if it were to have a steady workforce. In outlining 
the costs associated with operating a tea estate in Kericho, a late-colonial Kenyan official 
specified that tea estate owners not only were responsible for the wages outlined in the 
workers’ contracts but that they ought to provide a standard of living on the tea estates 
that were likely unparalleled to what the laborers had known.  

Tea estates pay the wages laid down by the K.T.G.A. (Kenya Tea Growers 
Association) and provide similar ration scales, costs of running an estate 
appear to vary considerably depending upon the method of accountancy 
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used by the particular company and estate…costs must include a 
proportion of a) free housing supplies b) medical attention and hospitals 
c) schooling d) welfare, including adult classes and social activities, such 
as the provision of cinemas, papers, and social halls e) free fuel and 
water f) free transport to and from the reserves g) 15 days of paid leave 
h) free uniforms and capes.   57

As the above passage makes clear, the expenditures associated with running a tea 
estate were significant and expensive. It was, therefore, likely that a number of 
employers failed to (or simply ignored) the guidelines noted by the colonial officials. 
Several tea estate inspection reports conducted in the 1960s suggest that some of the tea 
firms were indeed not able to adequately provide their employees with even the basic 
provisions and, when they were provided, often the amenities in the company towns 
were insufficient. The Managing Director of the Buret Tea Company, for example, was 
cited by the Labor Officer in Kericho, A.W. Baraza, for the abysmal conditions found at 
Chomogo and Chemosit estates both of which were owned by the mid-sized tea 
producing firm. Baraza reported that workers’ quarters were “badly in need of repair,” 
and he even enclosed a copy of the employment (sanitation) rules for the Managing 
Director because “sanitation at these camps,” he wrote, “left much to be desired.”  58

While the inspection reports illuminated the subpar amenities and facilities 
found at certain tea estates, examined in another way, they can also show how tea 
estates were opportunistic and convenient places of employment for workers who had 
little in the way of a safety net. The reports essentially revealed that the housing, 
medical, and welfare amenities actually existed and, more importantly, that they were in 
use by the workers on site. The 1965 inspection report for the Kymulot estate located in 
Kericho and owned by the African Highlands Produce Co., a subsidiary of James Finlay, 
for example, noted that “855 working men plus 224 dependents” resided in one of the 
“10 camps” maintained by the estate.  Along with the housing, workers and their 59

families at Kymulot had free access to the estate’s “one primary school up to standard IV 
managed by the D.E.B. and two football grounds.”  Similarly, the 1966 inspection 60

report for Kitoi estate, also located in Kericho but owned by Kenya Tea Company, 
mentioned that there was “an estate dispensary manned by a qualified dresser” and that 
the 360 employees enjoyed welfare amenities like “a social hall, wireless set, a canteen 
from which beer is sold, [and] a school up to std. VII.”   61

Although the information about the condition of the facilities and services at 
Kymulot and Kitoi were minimal and there is no indication of the actual number of 
people who used the amenities, the inspection reports still offer important details about 
the types of resources ordinary Kenyans could often take advantage of in the hopes of 
enrichening their lives as tea laborers. The amenities outlined in the inspection reports 
were indeed what former tea plantation workers underscored when they discussed their 
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time on the estates. Langat, for instance, revealed that he attended the Chamji tea 
estate’s primary school and thus took advantage of his time on the estate to continue his 
educational pursuits. “I went up to standard III,” he recalled.  This accomplishment 62

most certainly would not have made Langat eligible for any of the white-collar job 
positions in the townships, but it likely helped him to learn to read and thus better 
understand the world around him.  

In addition to detailing the amenities workers had at their disposal, the 
inspection reports support the recollections of the former laborers which suggest that 
the estates were multi-ethnic places where people engaged regularly with individuals 
who were outside of their communities. Since the agricultural sector in general and the 
tea industry in particular had been desperate for (cheap) laborers since its inception, 
employers did not seem to have limited their estates to a particular ethnic community. 
The tea estates were therefore reasonably diverse in terms of ethnicity. In the inspection 
reports noted above, particularly for the Kymulot and Kitoi estates, it was clear that the 
company towns were home to various groups of people within and outside of Kenya.  

For instance, the 1,104 employees on the Kymulot estate in 1965 were listed as 
coming from eight different ethnic communities. The ethnic breakdown of Kymulot 
employees included groups who lived in close proximity to the estate like the Kipsigis 
and Kisii and even those individuals who identified as coming from as far as the Belgian 
Congo mandated territory of Ruanda-Urundi.  A much smaller operation in 63

comparison to Kymulot, the Kitoi estate in 1966 was comprised of 360 employees whom 
the labor inspector identified as being from four Kenyan ethnic groups: the Luo, 
Kipsigis, Kisii, and Kikuyu.   64

Even though the reports do not provide the specific figures for each community 
listed, they do point to how the labor force was usually made up of the local 
communities surrounding the tea estates. Where the tea estate was located, in other 
words, was indicative of which ethnic communities were to be found on site. This 
observation was also made by Langat and Too who remembered that the Chamji tea 
estate had a large number of Kipsigis employees because it was located in Kericho 
district which historically has been inhabited mainly by this community.  A 1955 notice 65

from the Labor Office in Kericho also underscores the point that those who worked on 
the tea estates were primarily local. The Luo, Kisii, and Kipsigis were listed on the notice 
as being the top three communities employed in the tea industry in Nyanza Province—a 
region that was predominately home to these ethnic groups. 10,062 Luos, 8,214 Kisii, 
and 4,204 Kipsigis were known to colonial authorities to be officially employed on the 
large-scale tea estates across the region at this time.  The reality that the tea industry 66

was dominated by the local communities in which the estates were built does not negate 
the argument that these were diverse workplaces where ordinary rural Kenyans could 
expand their understanding of the people who were outside of their villages. Rather, the 
opposite.  
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For individuals like Lazarus arap Bor, the brother of Samuel Kipkurui Bor, 
working on the tea estates ultimately shaped the way he perceived people off the estates, 
especially those individuals who were from outside his community and thus were not 
Kipsigis. Like his brother, arap Bor also worked for Brooke Bond in the late-1960s 
though it does not seem that his role on the tea estate changed during the six years of his 
employment.  This was likely because he had struggled with an underlying health 67

problem that often made it difficult for him to perform his work beyond a satisfactory 
manner. On the estate, his duties consisted mainly of picking and pruning tea leaves. It 
was while he was completing these particular tasks that arap Bor interacted with “many 
people” whom he would not have engaged with back in his village. His direct mangers, 
for example, were Luos and Kisii men whom he described as “very harsh.”  While arap 68

Bor did not elaborate on why his mangers were “harsh,” it was likely that the supervisors 
were on tight production schedules and thus found themselves having to apply strict 
measures to ensure that their workers, particularly the leaf pickers, were meeting the 
quotas set for the day. The fact that arap Bor’s health issues often caused him to work 
slower probably made him a target for his bosses and thereby colored his experiences 
with them. His interactions with his managers, however, did not diminish his 
admiration for his Luo co-workers whom he described as “organizing everything 
[because] they are the best organizers.”  69

The fondness arap Bor felt for his co-workers likely grew out of the shared 
experiences they managed to have while they were not busy picking tea leaves. His 
estate, for example, had a football team that was managed by an assistant manager. 
Rather than have teams comprised of the various ethnic communities, the estate had 
one team that would “play against other estates.” This sport activity no doubt created 
opportunities for people to develop friendships and alliances off the field. The social hall 
on the estate also offered arap Bor the chance to mingle with others as he recalled there 
were “a lot of games” that were taking place at the venue.  During arap Bor’s time, no 70

alcohol was sold on site, but this would change in the 1980s, according to Samuel who 
was still working at the estate as a manger by then.  The ban on alcohol consumption 71

probably helped to keep some of the problems and tensions between individuals and 
groups from escalating. Indeed, arap Bor and his brother maintain that their co-workers 
“were friendly” and there were no fights during their time on the tea estate, at least not 
any that they could remember or cared to disclose.   72

Being in this cordial environment, however, did not mean that arap Bor and his 
co-workers refrained from gossiping about one another. Because tea estates were made 
up of people from various locations who often neither spoke the same language nor held 
similar cultural beliefs, they were arenas in which rumors ran wild and stereotypes went 
unchecked. The talk of certain ethnic communities on the estate practicing witchcraft on 
their enemies, for example, was a popular rumor that arap Bor vividly recalled in his 
interview. “It [witchcraft] was rampant, especially among the Alego and Ugenya clans of 
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the Luo,” he remembered, “you’d find somebody dying unexpectedly, just abruptly 
without being sick [or] someone who just went home and left the job.”  Tales of 73

witchcraft were among the many rumors that undoubtedly circulated throughout the 
estate and that certainly made an indelible impression on those who heard them. Over 
forty-years later, during his interview in 2008, for instance, arap Bor insisted that 
witchcraft was still practiced by these same groups of people because “it is in their 
nature.”  While arap Bor’s remarks are highly problematic (and even offensive), they 74

are suggestive of how much his time on the tea estate continued to influence the way he 
understood others (both positively and negatively), particularly the Luos, long after he 
left the job. Working on the tea estates, in other words, had profound implications for 
individuals like arap Bor who had access to resources that ultimately resulted in them 
having improved material conditions and lasting life experiences.  

Conclusion 

The intensification of commodity agriculture throughout the twentieth century in 
former colonial territories like Kenya created vast spatial, social, economic, and cultural 
changes for local actors living within the commodity frontiers of the global South in 
regions across Africa, Latin America, the Caribbean, and South Asia. Specifically, the 
cultivation and production of the Camellia sinensis plant into tea by the multinationals 
had profound implications for rural Africans’ livelihoods and worldviews. Indeed, as the 
life histories of former tea plantation workers demonstrate, by the second half of the 
twentieth century, Kenya’s large-scale tea estates were arenas in which a number of 
rural ordinary Africans not only participated in the making of a single global capitalist 
system but also became venues in which workers obtained crucial material resources 
and meaningful experiences that continued to shape their lives long after they left the 
grounds of the estate.  

The premise that ordinary rural Kenyans were deliberate agents, rather than 
passive victims, who built material and social wealth from their involvement with 
capitalists not only builds on the historiography about capitalism in the global South, 
but it also invites world history instructors and students to be more nuanced in their 
interpretations about the subject matter. Specifically, because it focuses on the lived 
experiences of tea plantation laborers, this article provides world history teachers with a 
unique micro-study about the industrial complex process that was unfolding across sub-
Saharan Africa during the late twentieth century. It also helps us understand Kenya as 
part of the multi-century, global, plantation complex begun by western European 
empires and continued in post-colonial nation states. An examination into the multiple 
ways in which unskilled Kenyan laborers benefited from their engagement with 
multinationals, in other words, offers us a glimpse into the “on the ground” realities of 
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the individuals most impacted by major historical events and processes like colonialism 
and capitalism.  
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